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About This Game

TETRA’s Escape is a platforming puzzle-game all about blocks. Blocks named Tetras and it is down to the players to all that
they can, to save them and make the most out of their special ability. Via the means of shape-shifting, Tetras can turn into

different Tetrominos and used to fill holes and master puzzles, in an attempt to reach the portal on the other side of the level.
But, don’t just go expecting a linear adventure, as sometimes crafting a staircase to the heavens is the only way to make it to the

end, so if you dare to dream big and go block mad, you might just have what it takes to bring all the Tetra’s back home!

Features:
- 7 hours’ worth of content, which includes 64 levels to beat

- Increasing difficulty
- Conventional 3 star system with Bonus Trophy

- Explanatory images to walk you through Tetra’s abilities, which includes: Block Jumps, rotations, mirror effects,
transformations, bombs for undoing transformations and more!

- Original Soundtrack by Levi Bond
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Best $5 ever spent. What can I add? This series have survived so many years and similar games, that is quite useless to add more
words!

Simply enough, this is the funniest (to plya) strategy/WW2 game around.
It's not perfect and is not the best anymore, but the funniest, yes.

Also, there are still a good amount of mods and scenarios around, also for the others entries of the series.

If you haven't never played it, I really suggest to try it!. I can say that from all VR horror games in my experience. Obscura is
the most scary VR experience I’ve ever played. Not just creepy, but will make you goosebumps and scream over and over again.

https://youtu.be/f2BHqR2mC3g. It's good. It lets you know about what Moira was doing during the 6 month in-between during
the story.

It's fairly short, but it's got the ration mechanic where you hunt you own food for retries in missions.

But holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665screw part 3. Stealth kills are broken on that part. Literally went to kill a few
different revenants during that part and they did a 180, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 slapped me, and made me their
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 in a nanosecond. Needless to say, I lost all my retries doing this because I'm stubborn.

S'aight.. enjoyable point and click, nice grapgics and story and no prob playing on win 10, would def play again and any other
game that came out like it. My only peeve ..i carried a cut orange in inventory from the beginning of the game to the end and
never needed it! lol!. It has all the bits and pieces it needs to really shine. It is let down by some odd design choices though.
If any of the concerns I'm about to list are explained in a menu somewhere, then I guess I just missed it.
Once I had picked up the brochure/guide, there was no way for me to hide or drop it. That in itself isn't a problem. The problem
was having it swap between hands within a certain proximity and making a little 'swish' noise when that happened. I felt like I
wanted to stand in front of the exibits with my hands by my sides, doing so left my hands just close enough together to get a
'swish,swish,swish,swish', as the brochure swapped back and forth between my two hands.
Second little gripe is similar. I couldn't see how, other than backing away from an exibit, to hide the exibits name and
description, which appears as text within a floating box. In the case of the statue of David, it appears directly in front of the
statue itself, obstructing the view from in front. This would not be a problem if I could turn these titles and descriptions on and
off.
Lastly, I would say the lighting of some of the exibits is poorly placed. The Mona Lisa can't be viewed well from directly in
front because there is a light reflecting off it's surface that washes out the entire face. Maybe move her to a room of her own
with some upward facing lights that bounce off the ceiling? Not sure what engine this is running in but even unity does some
pretty nice stuff with global illumination and bounced lights.
Minor gripes. As I said, everything is already here for a great VR experience.
Also, at that price, it's pretty easy to recommend this.. it's actually game of the year 2018. I give this a thumbs up because, as
others have said, the story is interesting, the settings are good and the voice acting better however it is marred by the repetitive
train travel, although the expresses help a lot here, a clunky interface requiring you to drop icons on characters to converse (!),
action hot spots which are far too hard to find and the pretty terrible dance mini-game dynamics. I know I could replay and
improve in some areas but the painful parts don't bear repeating, which is a shame. Steam achievements wouldn't go astray,
either. It's still worth grabbing it when it's on sale if you have nothing better lined up, for it's good parts. Overall, 5\/10 and a
missed opportunity for something much better.. I tend to play this on wine in linux so my play time isn't reflected in my steam
time. It's a game I play with a spreadsheet open. I can't explain why, but I love it - it scratches a very specific gaming itch I get
from time to time.. best game EVER!!
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Nice and easy Tower Defense without too many towers. Quick and simple for a good price.. WOM is a great quest, which has
an advantages and disadvantages.
Adv:
1)Intresting storyline which starts with a simple crime at first look, but goes to unexpected way.
2)The game world has it's own "lore" which let you dive more in main storyline.
3)Features of cyberpunk.

Dis:
Just 1 for me: Sometimes I have to read a walkthrough guide to solve some puzzles (about 3 times).

I can recommend WOM to:
1) All who like quests, you must play it.
2)All who like intresting stories like me, and you don't care about the genre of games.

Great thanks to developers!. Fun, but kind of a shame that you cant leave the game and come back from where you left off.

fun tho. Great game for the ones that like to build a football team and see how the come out like me. So if you like being the
general manager this game is it. I recommend it over number 8, but maybe its just cause i'm more used to 7 but that is my
opinion.. I played through the game a few times & fell in love with the sountrack. Kina pricy at $5 but it's fantastic.. Graphics
are on par with combat flight simulators from 20 years ago. I have graphics set to ultra for everything and it's still no where near
as good as the videos and screen shots in steam. There are grammar and spelling mistakes in the narrative. Nice idea, poorly
implemented.. Steam needs a mixed review option.. Doodle God is a casual puzzle game with a creative mechanics that you will
combine 2 elements together to create something new. The game is fun at first but after having so many elements, it becomes
rather tedious with trial and error approach to combine things. Besides, some elements should combine but they don't, and some
combining elements don't really make sense. The hint system also needs rework to make the game more enjoyable. Still a pretty
good experience nonetheless.. This game is actually quite a but of fun, and at a little over 5 bucks it's not a big risk if you find
out you don't enjoy it. There are some things to note; like obviously you need a VR headset to work as without it you're not
going to be able to do anything, there are some minor bugs (like sometimes debris will remain on the screen longer than they're
supposed to, but it's more of a niggle that an actual annoyance.), and some people might find this repetitive, but those people
probably don't have souls so it doesn't really matter.

I love the beginning of the game; you're in this cool little room with a bunch of diplays and it really feels like you're there, the
scaling of that first room is done really well! Also, I like that you can just hop on it and there isn't a huge cutscene waiting for
you, you can just immediately PLAY! I know that tends to annoy me, especially when game studios remove the ability to skip
cutscenes - grr! So yay, thankfully I don't even have to deal with that with this little game. There is an optional tutorial which I
strongly suggest everyone goes through at least once, it will help you get your bearings and understand what you're supposed to
do! However, if you're one of those "I don't need no dang tutorial--I'm a rebel!" sorts then remembr, the tutorial is optional and
you can just jump in and figure things out on your own if you so choose to. (Honestly though, just do the tutorial, it's short and
pretty helpful.)

Next the actual play-experience! It's pretty surreal, you're basically floating in space, surrounded by all kinds of debris floating
around you, and it's your job to destroy as much debris as you possibly can. There's asteroids, aliens, lasers, boss fights, and
things you can collect from the debris to up the ante on your laser; more destructive power? Yes, please.

Lastly, the difficulty will always keep increasing to keep you on your toes. So there will be more enemies, more lasers
threatening to destroy you, and more boss fights as you continue on within the game. I was surprised by how much I actually
enjoyed this, but enjoy it I did!

Something very important to keep in mind; you're literally in the middle of all this debris which means some of it will be super
close to your personal space, the natural inclination is to move away... so keep away of where you are moving within your PLAY
AREA, because it is easy to lose yourself in the game and start moving away from your designated play zone and start knocking
yourself and your VR gear into the walls.

TL:DR - It's like stepping into those old arcade games, but now you're IN it, surrounded by it. It's fun, simple, and at 5.99 pretty
dang affordable. Definitely recommended
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. Love this game very fun you can pick up and play for an hour or two from time to time
Good old arcade style and challenging. First chapter only review

I'll definitely be buying this game when it comes out. It's a clever new take on the hidden object games. The art is beautiful. If
your eyes aren't great (like mine) or your monitor is smallish, details can be hard to see, and the details are important, but I still
managed pretty well. There's no real explanations or tutorials, you learn how it works as you go along, but it's pretty intuitive
despite its overall oddness because there's an internal logic.

TETRA's Escape Available at 75% off For Steam Lunar Sale!:
Hello!

To cellebrate the Lunar new Year we've decide to discount TETRA's Escape a 75%!
We hope you enjoy the game now if you didnt before =].

Also best wishes for Lunar New Year form Ratalaika Games!. Devious Dungeon On Steam This Summer (Wishlist/Follow
Available):
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1059880/Devious_Dungeon/

Set in the Dark Ages, Devious Dungeon is a medieval focused action platformer title.

Under orders by the King, you will assume the control of a Knight instructed to head into the catacombs beneath the Kingdom,
to slay the fowl beasts and monstrosities that have invaded the murky depths.
You must venture deep within the dungeons eliminating the threat!
Slay monsters, collect loot, level up and upgrade your gear.
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